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Principal’s Message 
 
As you enter Year 10 you are entering a new stage in your education. You 
now have more control over the subjects you study through the electives 
you choose. This is an opportunity to start actively shaping your future and 
taking a step up towards adulthood. 
 
In Year 10 you will consider how you want your future to look. You will 
examine possible careers and be given the chance to develop new skills and 
interests. As a school, we will support you in mapping out possible pathways 
to your future. You will undertake a week of Work Experience that will give 
you an insight into full time employment. 
 
When considering your future, remember that the more you make out of 
your time at school, the greater the range of choices. You have the chance 
to participate in a wide range of additional activities at school. You could 
join a sporting team, take up debating or participate in a musical production. 
You can also have an active voice in how the school operates. We value the 
contribution students make through the Student Leadership Program, Student Representative Council.  
Participating in additional programs at school gives you the chance to develop your skills in areas as leadership, 
decision making and creativity.  
 
In this handbook you will find information on subjects offered, information on special programs and general 
information about the College.  
 
The School Council and staff in the College take pride in the achievements of our students.  I encourage you to 
celebrate your achievements and the achievements of your peers throughout your schooling at Greensborough 
College. 
 

Pauline Barker 
Principal 
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Introduction to Year 10  
 
Dear parents/guardians and students,  
 
This is an important time in the lives of the young people at Greensborough Secondary College because they are 
beginning to make choices about their futures.    
 
At Greensborough College, we want students to partake in courses that suit their individual needs and prepare them 
for the future.   
 
Choosing the right course of study is an important process, usually requiring lots of decision making and discussion.  
Consider the following in relation to the student:  
 

• Which subjects does the student most enjoy at school?  
 

• Given their skills and aptitudes, which course is likely to give the student the best 
chance of experiencing success?  

 
Compulsory Work Experience at Year 10  
 
All Year 10 students are involved in the Work Experience Program in Term 2 which is an integral part of the pathways 
planning process for each student.   
 
Work Experience offers students the opportunity to investigate possible career choices and a taste of the working 
world.   
 
Students, you will benefit from planning your choice of placement carefully. Consider looking for placements late in 
2022 and early in 2023.   
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Subjects offered to Year 10 Students 
 

 
 

At Greensborough College we aim to encourage students to keep their options open 
as they may not yet have discovered their passions and areas of interest.   
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Students must study:   

✓ English      2 units per year (year long) 

✓ Mathematics      2 units per year (year long)       

✓ Science       2 units per year (year long) 

✓ Humanities     1 unit Core History and at least 1 other unit (Rights and Wrongs, 
   Business and Economics) 

  

✓ Arts At least 1 unit per year – Visual Communication Design,  Art 
Making and Exhibiting, Media, Music, Drama 

✓ Technology    At least 1 unit per year – Café Culture, Patisserie, Woodwork 
Materials Technology, Automotive Systems Engineering 

✓ PE/Health    At least 1 unit per year – Physical Education and Health, Outdoor 
  Education, Athlete Development Program   

Students doing ADP must also select another PE/Health elective 
Students can choose to undertake: 

✓ Interdisciplinary     Optional 1 unit per year – CS Maker Space 

✓Languages    Optional 2 units per year  
 
 
       

  

 
 

Students who feel ready are also encouraged to enrol for a VCE or VET subject in Year 10 (student suitability to 
completing VCE or VET early will be assessed through analysis of student data).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Students will choose 5 units worth of electives in Year 10 

Semester long electives = 1 unit 

Year – long electives = 2 units 
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Course Selection at Year 10 – pathways options 
 

There are two pathway options on offer for Year 10 students, at Greensborough College. 
 
Year 10 Pathway Option 1 – Mainstream Year 10 Program 
 
Students complete core subjects. 
Students also choose Year 10 elective subjects, excluding VET and VCE subjects. 
 
Example 1 Lisa’s course looks like this:  

Year Long 

Core English 

Core Maths 

Core Science 

Semester 1 Semester 2 

Core History Humanities: Rights and Wrongs 

Art: Visual Communication & Design PE: Physical Education and Health 

Technology: Café Culture  Interdisciplinary: Real World Coding 

 
Example 2 James’ course looks like this: 

Year Long 

Core English 

Core Maths 

Core Science 

Semester 1 Semester 2 

Core History Humanities: Business and Economics 

Art: Media  PE: Outdoor Education 

Languages: Italian  Languages: Italian 

 
Example 3 Meredith’s course looks like this: 

Year Long 

Core English 

Core Maths 

Core Science 

Semester 1 Semester 2 

Core History Humanities: Business and Economics 

PE: ADP PE: Outdoor Education 

Art: Art Making and Exhibiting  Technology: Patisserie 
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Year 10 Pathway Option 2 – Year 10 Program with a Unit 1 & 2 VCE or VET Subject. 
 
Students complete core subjects. 
Students also choose 1 VET or 1 VCE Subject, and the remainder of their subjects from Year 10 elective 
subjects. 
 
Example 3 Ray’s course looks like this: 

Year Long 

Core English 

Core Maths 

Core Science 

Semester 1 Semester 2 

Core History Humanities: Rights and Wrongs 

Technology: Woodwork  PE: Outdoor Education 

VET Automotive VET Automotive 

 
Example 4 Kelly’s course looks like this: 

Year Long 

Core English 

Core Maths 

Core Science 

Semester 1 Semester 2 

Art Making and Exhibiting Core History 

Café Culture Rights and Wrongs 

VCE Health and Human Development VCE Health and Human Development 

 
Why study a VCE Unit 1 & 2 or VET Subject in Year 10? 

 

1. You can maintain the pace, workload and standard required in a Year 11 subject. For some, this is a taste 

of the rigour of VCE, for others, this option may cause unnecessary stress when added to the demands of 

the Year 10 course. 

2. You have demonstrated strengths in the subject area of your proposed VCE or VET study. 

3. You are self-motivated with sound organisational skills. 

4. Completing a Year 11 VCE/VET subject in Year 10 allows you to study a Year 12 subject in Year 11. 

5. Your ATAR will be calculated using 6 rather than 5 subjects, providing you with an extra 10%. 

 

The Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR) is the system used to compare and rank all VCE students in 

Australia against each other. The ATAR enables universities to compare applicants for entry to their courses.  
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SUMMARY OF COMPULSORY SUBJECTS (ENGLISH AND MATHS) 
English 
 
Interested in a career in journalism, writing for stage or screen or teaching? English is a great start!  
 
The study of English is compulsory for all students at Year 10. In English, emphasis is placed on the integration of reading, 
writing, speaking, listening, and critical thinking skills. 
 
By the end of Year 10, students will have been undertaken reading and viewing, speaking and listening and writing tasks that 
mirror those prescribed at VCE Level. 

 
Over the course of the year students: 

• continue reading and viewing a wide variety of texts to improve their ability to respond appropriately 

• create a range of texts to articulate complex ideas 

• make presentations and contribute actively to class and group discussions building on others’ ideas, solving 
problems, justifying opinions, and developing and expanding on arguments.  

 
Year 10 Core English is a pathway to VCE English. 

 
Mathematics 

 
Would you like to be an engineer, accountant, or analyst? Studying mathematics can lead to these careers. 
 
The study of Mathematics is compulsory for all students to the end of Year 10 and aims to develop the numeracy skills that all 
students need in their personal and working lives. At Greensborough College students are grouped in Mathematics classes of 
a similar mathematical ability. 
 
The level of Mathematics 
that a student completes in 
Year 10 determines their 
options for studying 
Mathematics in Year 11 and 
Year 12, as mathematical 
skills are built sequentially. 
 
Students are encouraged to 
consider the future 
implications of their current 
Mathematics study. For 
example, many university 
courses require a particular 
level of Mathematics as a 
pre-requisite.  

• Students performing 
above expected levels 
are on track to 
complete 
Mathematical Methods 
in VCE. 

• Students performing at 
expected level will be well equipped to complete General Maths in VCE. 

• Students whose growth in Mathematics is below expected level, are catered for, beyond Year 10, in VM Numeracy. 

• Alternatively, students may make the decision to discontinue their study in Mathematics, in consultation with the 
Mathematics Domain Leader.  
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Science  

 
Want to be a doctor or nurse, nutritionist, physiotherapist, or radiographer? Does environmental and marine 
science appeal to you? 
 
In Science, students can experience the joy of scientific discovery and nurture their natural curiosity about the 
world around them. 
 
The Science curriculum provides opportunities to develop an understanding of:  

• important scientific concepts and processes 

• practices used to develop scientific knowledge 

• the contribution of science to our culture and society and its applications in our lives. 
 
Year 10 Core Science is a pathway to VCE Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Psychology. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Core Humanities  

 
Want to be a historian, lawyer, or political advisor? Do you like the sound of hiring and training staff in an 
organisation? Humanities can also provide 
pathways into sales and travel agency careers, 
social work, and archaeology too! 
 
Year 10 Core History encompasses a study of the 
modern world, in particular, Australia since 1918.  
 
Topics covered include: the causes, events, 
outcomes and the broader impact of the World 
War II and the nature of Australia’s involvement. 
 
In addition, students investigate struggles for 
human rights throughout the world, with a 
particular focus on Indigenous Australians. 
 
Year 10 Core History is a pathway to VCE History. 
 
 
 

Year 10 CORE Subjects: $40 Workbooks in lieu of additional textbooks for core subjects.  
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Humanities Elective – Business and Economics 

 
Students will be taught a range of personal finance skills required to effectively manage their own money. In 

addition, students will develop an understanding of:  

• their roles as consumers in our society 

• major economic ideas in a constantly changing global marketplace 

• the concept of supply and demand  

• how a range of factors can influence economic success and failure  

• the key stakeholders that affect the world economy.  

This elective provides a pathway to VCE Accounting, Business Management and Economics.  

 

 
 

 
 

Humanities Elective – Rights and Wrongs  

 
This course focuses on our legal and political system; how our rights are protected and our wrongs punished. 

Students will develop an understanding of:  

• how law is written and enacted 

• the rights and freedoms granted to us as a result 

of the law 

This study will involve group work, mock trials and 

practical and simulated activities. 

This elective provides a pathway to VCE Legal Studies. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 10 Business and Economics Levy: No charge 

Year 10 Rights and Wrongs Levy: No charge 

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.liv.asn.au%2FStaying-Informed%2FSpeeches%2FSpeeches%2FFebruary-2019%2FWelcome-Justice-Jillian-Williams---Family-Court-of&psig=AOvVaw0vMuI8kE1CP9zwXQ9WXjbN&ust=1594112500696000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCKD46IaiuOoCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
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ELECTIVE SUBJECT DESCRIPTONS  
Arts – Performing Arts 
 

Music 
Want to be an actor, musician, or audiologist?  
 
This subject is recommended for vocalists and instrumentalists who may be 

considering pursuing music at a VCE level or want to develop their personal 

musical skills. This subject is also suited to any students who may have an 

interest in, and have some foundational skills in, digital music and Digital 

Audio Workstations (Ableton, Logic, Bandlab, Garageband etc). 

In Year 10 music students will undertake an individualised course of study 

that aims to refine their musical skills and knowledge and prepare them for success in VCE Music Performance. 

This subject consists of three units: Composition, Performance, and Musicianship. 

Composition: students create a single long-form piece of original music through their chosen mediums that 

reflects a musical style of student choice.  

Performance: an ongoing unit that will focus on developing students’ ability to play their chosen instrument or 

DAW and will prepare students to study VCE Music Performance through presenting a 20-minute solo/ensemble 

recital. Students will also present a short end of semester performance for their peers and invited guests.  

Musicianship: will focus on introducing the theoretical requirements of VCE music including analysis of pre-

recorded works/scores, aural training and other general musical theory. 

 

This elective provides a pathway to VCE Music. 

 

Drama 

Students will study the works of Drama practitioners including Brecht, Grotowsky, Artaud and Stanislavsky 

through a series of workshops. Students will apply knowledge gained in workshops and utilise playmaking 

techniques in devising group and solo performances. 

Students will watch a live theatre performance, before analysing and evaluating different aspects of the 

performance. 

This elective provides a pathway to VCE Drama 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Year 10 Music Levy: $20 for classroom and assessment materials 

Year 10 Drama Levy: $30 for classroom and assessment materials 
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Arts – Visual Arts 

 
Art Making and Exhibiting 
Want to be a photographer, graphic, web, fashion or interior designer or architect?  

Art Making and Exhibiting gives students the opportunity to develop their skills in a range of 2D and 3D methods 

which includes, but is not limited to:  

● Ceramics 
● Sculpture 
● Painting 
● Drawing 
● Textiles  
● Printmaking 

 

 

Through a range of practical tasks, students will be encouraged to experiment with different types of medium such 
as:  

● Graphite 
● Charcoal 
● Soft and oil pastels 
● Fine liner 
● Acrylic paint 
● Gouache 
● Watercolour paint 
● Clay 
● Modroc 
● Textiles and more 

 

Students will explore the social, political, and economic contexts of a variety of artistic movements and how these 
factors impacted on the art produced, through a research assignment and visual analysis of existing forms of Art. 
This program will prepare students for further studies in VCE Art Making and Exhibiting. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 10 Art Making and Exhibiting Levy: $50 for classroom and assessment materials 
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Visual Communication and Design 

 

Visual Communication Design will give students the opportunity to develop their 

creative skills through a range of:  

● observation, visualisation and technical drawings  

● free-hand design development in their visual diary 

● communication design using Adobe creative cloud software including 

PhotoShop, Illustrator and InDesign to create a range of digital designs 

such as logo's business cards and brochures 

● industrial design focusing on product design through third angle 

orthogonal drawing 

● environmental design creating floor plans and elevation drawings 

 

Students will utilise the design process and control their learning through self-

directed tasks which will provide them with the opportunities to explore both 2 

and 3 dimensional designs. Students will complete a research assignment and visual analysis of existing designs, 

through exploration of the design movements. 

This program will prepare students for further studies in VCE Visual Communication Design 

 

 
Media  
 

Year 10 Media offers students a chance to build their camera 

skills, analytical skills, collaborative skills and editing abilities. 

• Students will learn how advertisements appeal to 

audiences before creating their own Social Media 

Advertising Campaign. 

• Students will plan and create photographic and video 

advertisements for platforms like Instagram & TikTok 

before, editing them with Adobe Photoshop & 

Premiere Pro. 

• Students learn how teenagers have been represented 

in different times & the different stereotypes which 

have been created in films, television and 

advertisements. Students will watch two films and 

compare how these teen stereotypes have changed and evolved. 

• In small groups students plan, create and edit their own short film. Students get to use a range of 

cameras, microphones and lighting to help craft their masterpiece. 

 

This course helps prepares students to pursue VCE Media. 

Year 10 Visual Communication and Design Levy: $30 for classroom and assessment materials 

Year 10 Media Levy: $30 for classroom and assessment materials assessment materials 
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Languages – Italian  

 
Tu parli Italiano? Would you like to be a translator or work in international relations? 

 

Through participation in Year 10 Italian, students will continue to 

focus on developing knowledge, skills and understandings to 

engage in complex discussions about interrelationships within and 

between cultures. The course aims to do this by having a strong 

emphasis on Italian linguistic development which is delivered 

through a range of engaging and contemporary topics. Students 

have flexibility and choice within each topic. 

Topics include: 

• My World – Personal identity and lifestyle, relationships, 

aspirations 

• Italy through cinema – Global and contemporary society, 

the Italian cultural heritage 

• Living in an Italian Community – The migrant experience, living in Italy, contribution of Italians living in 

Australia 

This course provides students the opportunity to participate in oral activities, listening tasks, reading 

comprehension and the tools for written grammar and vocabulary acquisition.  

This course prepares students to undertake VCE Italian. 

The study of a language other than English is advantageous for entry into tertiary institutions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 10 Languages – Italian Levy: No charge 
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Interdisciplinary – Real World Coding  

 
Do you dream of inventing new technologies? Are you interested in computing and software development? 
This STEM subject might be just what you’re looking for! 

Students will study:  

• a variety of topics including Python, Rasberry Pi coding and Robotics 

• syntax and structure of these coding languages.  
 

Students will:  

• complete a series of project tasks to solve real world problems 

• design and present a range of products using digital technology skills and practices.  

• analyse their work in a professional, methodical and diagnostic manner, to ensure high quality  
end products. 

• be encouraged to manage their learning, undertake tasks independently and cooperatively within time frames, 
using appropriate resources and demonstrating initiative and motivation. 

 
This course prepares students to undertake VCE Applied Computing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 10 Interdisciplinary Real World Coding Levy: $30 for classroom and assessment materials 
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Health & Physical Education 

 
If you have aspirations to become a high-performing athlete, personal trainer, physical therapist, health 
educator, sports instructor or sports journalist.  Health and PE, and ADP at Greensborough College can offer 
many relevant opportunities. 
 
Physical Education and Health 
 
Within the theory component of Physical Education and 

Health, students are introduced to the workings of the 

body systems: musculoskeletal, cardiovascular and 

respiratory systems. They will learn to develop personal 

fitness plans, manage their mental health and enhance 

individual and community safety.  

The practical component focuses on the development of 

motor skills, concepts and strategies and collaboration 

skills through a variety of games and sports including: European Handball, Tchoukball, Netball and Tennis. 

Students will participate in a variety of lifelong physical activities such as Resistance Training, Circuit Training, 

Boxing and Interval Training.  Students will have the opportunity to attend excursions to local gyms for a variety 

of classes such as Spin/Cycle, Pilates, HIIT Training and Boot Camp style workouts. 

This course prepares students to pursue the VCE Physical Education and/or VCE Health & Human Development 

pathway and/or VET Sport and Recreation pathway. 
 

Outdoor Education 
 

In Outdoor Education students explore a variety of exciting challenges and adventure activities such as:  

• tree-adventure (high ropes course) 

• surfing  

• swimming with seals and dolphins 

• ice skating  

• escape room 

• bush walking  
 

This subject includes the Wilsons Promontory 3- Day Hike (Camp).  

Theoretical aspects of the subject will cover:  

• knowledge and skills required to participate in these practical activities  

• developing self-awareness, social-awareness, organisational skills, goal setting and collaboration skills 

when working in teams.  
 

This course prepares students to pursue the VCE Physical Education, VCE Health & Human Development or 

VET Sport and Recreation pathway. 

 

Year 10 Physical Education and Health Levy: $80 classroom and assessment materials and activities 

Year 10 Outdoor Education Levy: $400 for classroom and assessment materials and outdoor activities 
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Athlete Development Program (ADP) 

 
Year 10 ADP (Semester One Elective) 
Subject Description 
 
Yea 10 ADP students will complete an intensive first semester of the ADP elective for 
5 periods per week.  In semester two, ADP students will transition to a more 
independent approach to their strength and conditioning through participation in 
two 50-minute sessions supervised by our Strength & Conditioning staff, where they 
will continue to work on their individualised training programs. 
 
Students will be taught content specific to their personal performance enhancement. 
This learning will encompass the main building blocks of athletic excellence, including: high performance mindset 
coaching, training principles, exercise programming and prescription including load management and injury 
prevention. 
 

       Practical Component (3 periods)      Theoretical Component (2 period) 

• Warm-up & cools downs 
• Advanced individualised strength development 
• Sports specific movement skills 
• Recovery practices 
• Injury prevention practices 
• Injury rehabilitation 
• High performance mindset practices 

• High performance mindset coaching 
• Training principles 
• Exercise programming and prescription 
• Load management and injury prevention 

About the Athlete Development Program (ADP)  
 

The ADP will provide student athletes with the opportunity to upgrade their athletic performance whilst at 

school. Their involvement will help them to achieve their personal best in their sporting pursuits, in all facets 

of their schooling and in life beyond their time at Greensborough College. 

 

Features of the ADP: 

• Access to our High Performance Centre and surrounding sporting facilities. 

• A sports specific battery of performance tests to capture a snapshot of 
individual’s strengths and weaknesses. 

• A full comprehensive musculoskeletal screening that highlights any 
biomechanical shortcomings including a detailed injury history. Ongoing 
fitness assessments and goal setting plans. 

• Individualised, safe and sports specific strength and conditioning program 
that incorporates training protocols to prevent injuries, provide rehabilitation 
and enhance their athletic potential and sports performance. 

• Qualified and expert supervision/coaching when undertaking their bi-weekly 
individualised programs. 

• Both 100min and 50min group strength and conditioning and recovery sessions which will include routines 
that mimic the specific work:rest ratios of their sport. 

• Sports science/medicine support, including workshops/seminars, physiotherapy assessment, player welfare 
and nutrition support. 
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Optional Extra – Sporting Squads 

Qualifying students can also choose to undergo technical sports coaching in AFL, Basketball, Netball, Soccer or 

Tennis. There are 2 categories of sport squad: 

● Development Squad - Athletes in this squad receive 2 hours of technical coaching per week. This coaching 

is aimed at those students who aspire to take their sport to the next level. 

● Extended Squad - Athletes in this squad receive 3-6 hours of elite technical coaching per week. This 

coaching is aimed at student athletes who are already performing at a very high standard and aiming to 

compete at state and national levels. Student ‘try-outs’ for squads will be held. 

The benefits of participation in these squads includes: 

● Individualised skills sessions (during allocated class times). 

● Contact with elite sports people including experienced quality coaches, role models and mentors, elite 

pathway generators etc. 

● Opportunities for interstate, international travel & competitions. 

● Close affiliation with representative Sporting Clubs and use of their facilities.  

● Player welfare and sports psychology workshops, including individual goal setting & pathway counselling. 

● Competitive practice matches in addition to the school division rounds. 

● Squad training sessions focusing on skills, game play practise, video reflection and tactics. (Note: Squad 

sessions are suitable for a range of abilities from the highly skilled athlete who are aiming for state/national 

level, as well as the more newly aspiring talented player).  

 

ADP Levies  

Athlete Development Program (All ADP students) $600* 

  

Optional Extra – Sporting Squads  

ADP AFL Squad – Development (2hrs) $720* 

ADP AFL Squad – Extended (3hrs) $1,080* 

ADP Basketball Squad - Development (2hrs) $720* 

ADP Basketball Squad - Extended (3hrs) $1,080* 

ADP Netball Squad - Development (2hrs) $720* 

ADP Netball Squad – Extended (3hrs) $1,080* 

ADP Soccer Squad - Development (2hrs) $720* 

ADP Soccer Squad - Extended (3hrs) $1,080* 

ADP Tennis Squad - Development (2hrs) $720* 

ADP Tennis Squad - Extended (6hrs) $3,800* 

*Prices are dependent on student numbers. 
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Technology – Food Studies 

 
Studying Food Technology subjects can lead to careers in the fields of: catering, nutrition, food production and 
manufacture, marketing and laboratory testing. 
 
Café Culture  
This course is suited to students wishing to study catering and food service from an industry perspective.  
Students will learn about: 
 

• catering and food service processes basic 

methods of cookery and functional properties of 

specific ingredients.  

• new technology that have changed the way we 

work in the kitchen 

• principles of food safety and hygiene. 

• basic principles of running a small 
catering operation. 

• Working with colleagues and customers 

• Examining sustainable practices for cafés 
and Restaurants.  

 
 
Students will create their own culinary delights using the Design Process.  
 
This subject provides a pathway to VCE Food Studies and VET Kitchen Operations. 
 

 

Patisserie 
Students will learn how versatile cooking with pastry can be, through making a range of sweet and savoury dishes. 
Firm favourites include: traditional French pastry, English flans and 
Italian desserts.  

Students will learn how to:  

• produce high quality pastries and cakes, whilst developing 
their food preparation skills.  

• create their own culinary delights using the Design Process.  

 

This subject provides a pathway to VCE Food Studies and VET Kitchen Operations. 
 

 

 

Year 10 Café Culture Levy: $110 for classroom and assessment materials 

Year 10 Patisserie Levy: $110 for classroom and assessment materials 
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Technology – Materials  

 
Automotive / Systems Engineering 
 
This elective is designed to give students opportunities to build a basic knowledge and understanding of 
the terminology, tools, equipment and principles of operations 
associated with mechanical devices like 4 
stroke engines. 
 

Students will participate in: 

• rebuilding a motor in groups and advising on 

replacement parts.  

• an exciting go-karting experience excursion to test the 

performance of, and rebuild, similar engines. 

Other topics covered will include:  

● Construction of a vehicle  

● Basic car maintenance 

● Evolution of the motor vehicle  

 
This subject provides a pathway to VCE Product Design and VET 
Automotive. 

 
Woodwork 
 
This study will focus on expanding student capacity to construct items using a variety of methods  
and wood in solid and sheet form. 

Activities undertaken in this subject will develop student understanding of:  

• the design process  

• drawing, costing and producing items of their own choice 

• construction techniques and materials  

• the use of hand and basic power tools. 
 

This subject provides a pathway to VCE Product Design  
 

 

 

Year 10 Automotive / Systems Engineering Levy: $75 for classroom and assessment materials 

 

Year 10 Woodwork Levy: $90 for classroom and assessment materials 
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VCE OPPORTUNITIES FOR YEAR 10 STUDENTS  

 

Art Making and Exhibiting 

 

 

 

 

VCE Art Making and Exhibiting introduces students to the methods used to make artworks and how artworks are 

presented and exhibited. 

Students use inquiry learning to explore, develop and refine their use of materials, techniques and processes and 

to develop their knowledge and understanding of the ways artworks are made. They learn how art elements and 

art principles are used to create aesthetic qualities in artworks and how ideas are communicated through the use 

of visual language. Their knowledge and skills evolve through the experience of making and presenting their own 

artworks and through viewing and analysis of artworks by other artists. 

Visiting and viewing exhibitions and displays of artwork is a necessary part of this study. It helps students 

understand how artworks are displayed and exhibitions are curated. It also has an influence on the students’ own 

practice, and encourages them to broaden and develop their own ideas and thinking around their own art 

making. 

A strong focus on the way we respond to artworks in galleries, museums, other exhibition spaces and site-specific 

spaces is integral to study and research in VCE Art Making and Exhibiting. The way institutions design exhibitions 

and present artworks, and how they conserve and promote exhibitions, are key aspects of the study. 

UNITS  OVERVIEW OF SKILLS AND CONTENT 

Unit 1: 

 

On completion of this unit the student should be able to explore the characteristics and 

properties of materials and demonstrate how they can be manipulated to develop 

subject matter and represent ideas in art making. Students explore:  

• the use of materials, techniques, and processes in the historical development 

of art forms 

• the inherent characteristics and properties of materials  

• understanding of technical skills when using materials and techniques in art 

making  

• the manipulation of materials and use of techniques to develop subject matter 

and represent ideas in art making  

• the use of materials and techniques to develop visual language in art making  

Courses and careers open to those who study Art Making and Exhibiting include: exhibition curator, community 

arts work, designer, fine artist, graphic designer, illustrator, printmaker, art therapist, interior and spatial 

designer, multimedia programmer, special effects technician, stylist, communications, marketing, teaching. 
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Unit 2: 

 

On completion of this unit the student should be able to select a range of artworks from an 

exhibition and other sources to design their own thematic exhibition. Students study: 

• background information about artists and artworks  

• the ways artworks in an exhibition have been selected for display 

• the influence of contexts on the representation of subject matter and the 

communication of meaning in artworks 

• connections between artworks in a thematic exhibition 

• strategies used to exhibit artworks from different contexts in a thematic exhibition, 

including ways to select and form relationships between artworks in the exhibition  

• processes used to document the design of an exhibition in their Visual Arts journal 

• use of appropriate art terminology in the presentation and evaluation of artworks 

 

Unit 3: 
 

In this unit students are actively engaged in art making using materials, techniques and 

processes. They explore contexts, subject matter and ideas to develop artworks in imaginative 

and creative ways. They also investigate how artists use visual language to represent ideas and 

meaning in artworks. The materials, techniques and processes of the art form the students 

work with are fundamental to the artworks they make.  

On completion of this unit the student should be able to collect information from artists and 

artworks in specific art forms to develop subject matter and ideas in their own art making. 

Students will: 

• explore, evaluate and document the use of art elements, art principles and aesthetic 

qualities in specific art forms 

• develop subject matter and ideas from the exploration of artistic influences, 

inspiration and personal experiences 

• experiment with materials, techniques and processes in art making in specific art 

forms 

• document the development of ideas and visual language in individual artworks in 

specific art forms 

• identify and analyse the connections between influences, sources of inspiration and 

personal experiences 

• identify, analyse and evaluate the characteristics and properties of materials used in 

experimentation and art making in specific art forms 

• identify, analyse and evaluate the use of techniques and processes in specific art forms 

• identify, analyse and evaluate the use of visual language in artworks 

• conceptualise artworks and document, reflect on and evaluate individual art making in 

a Visual Arts journal  

• use art terminology in documentation, analysis and evaluation 

Unit 4 
 

In Unit 4 students make connections to the artworks they have made in Unit 3, consolidating 

and extending their ideas and art making to further refine and resolve artworks in -specific art 

forms. The progressive resolution of these artworks is documented in the student’s Visual Arts 
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journal, demonstrating their developing technical skills in a specific art form as well as their 

refinement and resolution of subject matter, ideas, visual language, aesthetic qualities and 

style. Students also reflect on their selected finished artworks and evaluate the materials, 

techniques and processes used to make them 

On completion of this unit the student should be able to: 

• refine and resolve at least one finished artwork in a specific art form and document 

the materials, techniques and processes used in art making. 

• Students should also be able to plan and display at least one finished artwork in a 

specific art form, and present a critique. 

• In addition, student should understand the presentation, conservation and care of 

artworks, including the conservation and care of their own artworks. 

 

Unit  Method of assessment  

1&2  Demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes in class and school-assessed 
coursework  
  

3&4  School-assessed coursework, school assessed tasks and end of year examination.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VCE Art Making and Exhibiting Levy - Unit 1+2 $50, Unit 3+4 $50 for classroom and assessment materials 
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Biology  
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Unit Overview of skills and content 

Unit 1: How do organisms 

regulate their functions? 

Students will: 

• discover the structure and function of cells and the cell membrane 

• explore the cell cycle 

• investigate plant and animal systems, with a focus on digestive, excretory 
and endocrine systems 

• understand homeostasis and the processes involved with maintaining a 
stable internal environment 

Unit 2: How does inheritance 

impact on diversity? 

Students will: 

• focus on how DNA enables the transmission of biological information to 
new generations 

• compare sexual and asexual reproduction 

• understand different adaptations that organisms use to help them survive 

Unit 3: How do cells 

maintain life? 

Students will: 

• examine gene expression and the creation of proteins from genetic 
material 

• investigate enzymes and factors that affect their function 

• explore techniques that allow DNA to be manipulated including the use of 
CRISPR-Cas9 technology 

• understand processes such as photosynthesis and cellular respiration 

Unit 4: How does life change 

and respond to challenges? 

Students will: 

• examine pathogens and learn about the immune system in humans and 
defence mechanisms in plants 

• explore evidence of how species are related  

• investigate how species have evolved over time, with a focus on human 
evolution 

 

Unit  Method of assessment  

1&2  Demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes in class and school-assessed 
coursework  
  

3&4  School-assessed coursework and end of year examination.   

 

  

 

Courses and careers open to those who study biology include: medicine, nursing, botany, zoology, 

bioinformatics, microbiology, nutrition, physiotherapy, radiography, biotechnology, ecology, genetics, 

environmental and marine science.  

 

Biology is the science of living organisms and we are constantly learning more about life-forms through this 

dynamic study. Students will learn about the world around them through practical discovery and will develop the 

observational and laboratory skills necessary for a career in science or medicine.  

  

VCE Biology Levy- Unit 1+2 $25, Unit 3+4 $25 for classroom and assessment materials 
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Business Management 

 
 
 

  

 
 

 

 

 
Unit Method of assessment 

1&2 Demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes in class and school-assessed 
coursework. 
 

3&4 School-assessed coursework and end of year examination.  

 

 

 

UNITS OVERVIEW OF SKILLS AND CONTENT 

Unit 1: Planning a 

business  

 

Students:  

• explore factors affecting business ideas   

• examine the internal and external environment within which businesses 

operate. 

Unit 2: Establishing a 

business  

 

Students:  

• investigate the establishment phase of a business.  

• learn about legal requirements, finance and record keeping in business  

• explore how a customer base is established and decisions made  

Unit 3: Managing a 

business  

 

Students:  

• explore key processes and issues associated with managing a business 

effectively and efficiently  

• differentiate between types of businesses and their respective objectives  

• investigate the concept of corporate culture 

• evaluate management styles and skills.   

Unit 4: Transforming a 

business  

 

Students:  

• consider change management and the importance of leadership in change 

management 

• learn how key performance indicators are used by businesses. 

Courses and careers open to those who study business management include: finance, recruitment, 

accountancy, public relations, project management, human resources, marketing, tourism, retail. 

 
VCE Business Management encourages students to consider many aspects of entrepreneurship from shaping 

an initial business concept, to planning and establishing a business, through to the day-to-day management of 

a business and working towards the business’ continued success. This is an essential study for any aspiring 

business owner.  

VCE Business Management Levy: $20 for Unit 1 & 2 or Unit 3 & 4 
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Drama   
 

 

 

UNITS OVERVIEW OF SKILLS AND CONTENT 

UNIT 1:  
 

Students will: 

• devise and document their creation of an ensemble drama piece.  

• utilise their own life and cultural experiences as the stimulus for their work. 

• perform their devised drama piece to an audience, utilising multiple areas of production. 

• analyse and evaluate the development, and the performance to an audience, of their 
devised work.  

UNIT 2:  Students will: 

• devise and document the processes used to create a solo performance that reflects an 
aspect or aspects of Australian identity and contemporary drama practice. 

• present a solo devised performance that reflects aspects of Australian identity and 
contemporary drama practice. 

• analyse and evaluate a live performance of a drama work by Australian practitioners. 

UNIT 3:  
 

Students will: 

• utilise the playmaking techniques and explore a variety of stimuli in the planning, creation 
and performance of a group devised performance.  

• utilise a variety of theatrical conventions and styles in the creation of their performance 
piece. 

• analyse and evaluate their use of the playmaking techniques in the creation and 
performance of their group devised performance.  

• Drama specific terminology in their analysis. 

• attend a live performance of an Eclectic Drama performance from the prescribed VCAA 
playlist. Students will used drama specific terminology in the analysis and evaluation of the 
live performance. 

Unit 4: 
 

Students will: 

• Be introduced to the mechanisms and format of a solo performance through the planning, 
performance and analysis of a 1-2 minute Solo Performance. 

• create, develop and perform a solo performance in response to a prescribed structure.  

• analyse and evaluate the creation, development and presentation of their own solo 
performance. 

 

Unit Method of assessment 

1&2 Demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes in class and school-assessed coursework 

3&4 PERFORMANCE EXAM: Students will present their work from Unit 4 Outcome 2 to external assessors at 
an external venue. 

WRITTEN EXAM: Students will complete a 90 minute written exam that will examine all learning areas 
from Units 3 + Units 4.  

 
 
 
 

The study of drama lends itself to careers including: acting, directing, event planning, Guidance Counsellor, 

Human Resources Specialist, Producer, Production Crew  Member 

VCE Drama Levy - Unit 1+2 $30  Unit 3+4 $30 for classroom and assessment materials. 
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Food Studies  

 
 
 

 
 

UNITS OVERVIEW OF SKILLS AND CONTENT 

 Unit 1: Food Origins  

 

Students will: 

• Look at food from a historical and cultural perspective from early civilisations to 

through to today’s industrialised and global world, by examining how sourcing 

food has changed since hunting and gathering to today’s urban living and global 

trade.  

• Explore how food patterns have changed through the influence of food 

production, processing, manufacturing and migration.  

• Investigate cuisines that have influenced and are part of Australia’s culinary 

identity today and reflect on the concept of an Australian cuisine.  

• Participate in a range of practical activities, with emphasis being given to Australian 

indigenous ingredients and a selected cuisine brought to Australia by migrants. 

Unit 2: Food Makers  

 

Students: 

• Investigate food systems in contemporary Australia, focusing on both domestic and 
small scale settings and commercial production industries. 

• Investigate the capacity of food industries to provide safe, high-quality food that 
meets the needs of consumers and its significance to the Australian economy.  

•  Practical skills and knowledge will be applied to consider a range of evaluation 
measures to compare food made in the home to commercial products. Students will 
design new food products to suit particular needs and circumstances,  

• Consider their potential in the role of small scale food producers.  

 

 

Unit 3: Food in Daily Life 

Students will: 

• Investigate the roles and influences of food by exploring the science of food and 

how our food physically nourishes us and sometimes harms our bodies. 

• Investigate the physiology of eating and digestion and the role of diet on gut 

health.  

• Examine influence on food choices and explore how families and individuals 

change their eating patterns over time and how our values and behaviours 

develop within social environments.  

• Examine the ways in which nutritional information can be filtered and 

manipulated. 

• Practical activities enable students to understand how to plan and prepare food for 

various dietary needs and facilitate the establishment of nutritious and sustainable 

meal patterns. 

Courses and careers open to those who study food studies include: catering, hospitality, nutrition, food 

production and manufacture, marketing and laboratory testing. 

VCE Food Studies explores food from a range of perspectives. Students will examine Australian and global 

food production systems and the many physical and social functions of food.  
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Unit Method of assessment 

1&2 Demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes in class and school-assessed 
coursework 

3&4 School-assessed coursework and end of year examination.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Unit 4:  Food Issues, 

Challenges and Futures  

 

Students will: 

 

• Examine the role of Australia’s food systems as part of the global food systems and 
the challenges of adequately feeding a rising world population. 

• Develop food knowledge, skills and habits to empower consumers to make 
discerning food choices and assess contemporary food fad, trends and diets. 

• Focus on issues about the environment, climate, ecology, ethics, farming practices 
and the challenges of food security, food sovereignty, food safety and food wastage.  

• Participate in practical activities to explore healthy eating and reflecting on how 
food selection can optimise human and planetary health.  

  

VCE Food Studies Levy: $150 for Unit 1 & 2 or Unit 3 & 4 
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Health and Human Development  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Unit Method of assessment 

1&2 Demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes in class and school-assessed 
coursework 
 

3&4 School-assessed coursework and end of year examination.  

UNITS OVERVIEW OF SKILLS AND CONTENT 

Unit 1: Understanding Health and 

Wellbeing 

Students: 

• explore the role that nutrition plays in promoting health and wellbeing 

• examine the health of Australia’s youth. 

Unit 2: Managing Health and 

Development 

Students:  

• examine developmental transitions from youth to adulthood 

• consider factors that contribute to development, health and wellbeing 

• are familiarised with Australia’s healthcare system  

• consider issues associated with the use of emerging technologies.  

 

Unit 3: Australia’s Health in a 

Globalised World 

Students:  

• examine the health status of Australians and the methods used to 

measure health 

• consider variations in health status of groups within Australia 

• examine promotion of health in Australia.  

Unit 4: Health and Human 

Development in a Global Context  

 

Students: 

• develop an understanding of global perspectives on achieving 

sustainable improvements in health and human development 

• differentiate between health status between developed and developing 

countries 

• examine United Nations’ Sustainable Developmental Goals  

• evaluate the work of the World Health Organisation, in terms of 

achieving sustainable improvements in health and human development.

  

Courses and careers open to those who study health and human development include: social work and 

human services, child and family advocacy, health services, early childhood education, justice and 

corrections services, special needs services, mental health services, hospice and bereavement services, 

health promotion and policy development. .  

 VCE Health and Human Development is designed to foster health literacy. Students extend their abilities to:  

• navigate information 

• recognise and enact supportive behaviours 

• evaluate healthcare initiatives and interventions. 

VCE Health and Human Development Levy: $30 for Unit 1 & 2 or Unit 3 & 4 
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History  

  
 

  

  
 
 
 

 

 
 

Unit  Method of assessment  

1&2  Demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes in class and school-assessed 
coursework  
  

3&4  School-assessed coursework and end of year examination.   

 
     

 

  

  

  

  

  

 
  

UNITS OVERVIEW OF SKILLS AND CONTENT 

 

Unit 1: Twentieth Century History

  

           (1918 –1939)  

 

Students explore the:  

• nature of political, social and cultural change in the period between 
the World Wars. 

Unit 2: Twentieth Century History
  
            (1945 –2000) 

Students explore the:  

• nature and impact of the Cold War, challenges and changes to political, 

economic and social arrangements in the second half of the twentieth 

century.  

 

Units 3 and 4: Revolutions 
 

Students investigate: 

• significant historical causes and consequences of political revolutions 

including: French Revolution of 1789 and Russian Revolution of October 

1917. 

Courses and careers open to those who study history include: museum curation, policy writing, politics, teaching, 

journalism, international relations, international development, law, tourism 

 

VCE History enables students to engage in the study of a range of times, people, places and ideas.  
 

VCE History Levy:  Unit 1+2 $20, Unit 3+4 $20 for classroom and assessment materials. 
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Legal Studies  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Unit Method of assessment 

1&2 Demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes in class and school-assessed 
coursework 
 

3&4 School-assessed coursework and end of year examination.  

 

 
 
 

UNITS OVERVIEW OF SKILLS AND CONTENT 

Unit 1: Guilt and 

liability 

Students:  

• investigate key concepts of criminal and civil law  

• determine guilt (criminal law) or liability (civil law)  

Unit 2: Sanctions, 

remedies and rights

  

 

Students focus on: 

• enforcement of criminal and civil law 

• methods and institutions that may be used to determine a criminal case or resolve a 

civil dispute  

• the purpose and types of sanctions and remedies and their effectiveness. 

 Unit 3: Rights and 

justice  

 

Students examine:  

• institutions in the justice system and their suitability in determining criminal cases 

and resolving civil disputes 

• the Victorian court hierarchy and other legal institutions and bodies available to assist 

in cases 

• how the principles of justice are upheld. 

Unit 4: The people 

and the law 

Students explore:  

• how the Australian Constitution establishes the law-making powers of the 

Commonwealth and state parliaments  

• how the Australian Constitution protects the Australian people through structures that 

act as a check on parliament in law-making  

• the significance of the High Court in protecting and interpreting the Australian 

Constitution, by applying legal reasoning and information to actual case scenarios. 

Courses and careers open to those who study legal studies include: policy writing, politics, teaching, 

journalism, international relations, international development, law, tourism, court clerk, human resources, 

labour relations, law enforcement officer, legal assistant. 

 

 

VCE Legal Studies investigates the ways in which the law and the legal system serve individuals in our 

contemporary Australian society. Legal Studies caters to students who have a keen interest in the law and 

social justice. 

VCE Legal Studies Levy: $20 for Unit 1 & 2 or Unit 3 & 4 
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Media Studies  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Unit Method of assessment 

1&2 Demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes in class and school-assessed 
coursework 

3&4 School-assessed coursework and end of year examination.  

UNITS OVERVIEW OF SKILLS AND CONTENT 

Unit 1: Media Forms, 

Representations and 

Australian Stories  

 

Students:  

• develop an understanding of the implications of media technology for the individual and 

society   

• develop practical and analytical skills 

• develop an understanding of codes and conventions  

• develop an understanding of how audiences are engaged by media texts 

• analyse a range of Australian texts and explore the context  

in which they were created and consumed by audiences.  

Unit 2: Narrative 

across Media Forms

  

 

Students: 

• form an understanding of roles within the collaborative organisation of media production.

   

• develop practical skills during participation in specific stages of media production. 

  

• develop an understanding of the media industry and the evolving relationship between 

technology and broader society.  

Unit 3: Media 

Narrative and Pre-

Production  

 

 Students:   

• develop an understanding of technical and symbolic codes within media forms  

• recognise the role and significance of narrative, form and genre conventions in media texts

  

• develop practical skills through engaging with the media production process 

• complete a research portfolio which inspires their own production 

• design a media production plan based on this research, presented as a written 

document.   

Unit 4: Media 

Production and Issues 

in the Media  

 

Students: 

• extend and refine their practical, organisational, creative and 

production skills   

• analyse the ways in which media texts can influence audiences  

• develop an understanding of how the media is regulated 

Courses and careers open to those who study media include: copywriting, editing, journalism, web content 

management, teaching, media research, marketing, public relations, music producer, film director, market 

researcher, photographer.  

 

 
Students develop a range of skills in the areas of: scriptwriting, filming, editing and advertising. Students also 

investigate the historical and cultural importance of media in our society.  

VCE Media Studies Levy: $50 for Unit 1 & 2 or Unit 3 & 4 
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Physical Education 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
UNITS OVERVIEW OF SKILLS AND CONTENT 

Unit 1: The Human Body in 

Motion 

 

Area of Study 1: How does the musculoskeletal system work to 

produce movement? 

Area of Study 2: How does the cardiorespiratory system function at rest and 
during physical activity? 

 

Unit 2: Physical Activity, Sport 

and Society 

 

Area of Study 1: What are the relationships between physical activity, sport, 
health and society? 

 

Area of Study 2: What are the contemporary issues associated with physical 
activity and sport? 

 

Unit 3: Movement Skills and 

Energy for Physical Activity 

 

Area of Study 1: How are movement skills improved? 

Area of Study 2: How does the body produce energy? 

 

Unit 4: Training to Improve 

Performance 

 

Area of Study 1: What are the foundations of an effective training 

program? 

Area of Study 2: How is training implemented effectively to improve 

fitness? 

 

 

Unit Method of assessment 

1&2 Demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes in class and school-assessed 
coursework 

3&4 School-assessed coursework and end of year examination.  

Courses and careers open to those who study physical education include: personal training, dietician, 

sports coach, physical education teacher, physical therapist, psychology.  

  

 

 

VCE Physical Education presents the complex relationships between anatomical, biomechanical, physiological 

and skill acquisition principles to understand their roles in producing and refining movement, and examines 

behavioral, psychological, environmental and sociocultural influences on performance and participation in 

physical activity. 

 

VCE Physical Education Levy: $30 for Unit 1 & 2 or Unit 3 & 4 
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Psychology 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
UNITS OVERVIEW OF SKILLS AND CONTENT 

Unit 1: How are behaviour and 

mental processes shaped?   

 

Students explore: 

• how factors influence different aspects of a person’s 

psychological development, across their lives.  

• concepts of normality and neurotypicality. 

• the role of mental health workers, psychologists, psychiatrists 

and organisations in supporting psychological development, 

diagnosis and treatment. 

• how the brain enables humans to interact with the external 

world around them and analyse the interactions between 

different areas of the brain.  

• how the brain changes and how mental functions adapt.  

• the impact of acquired brain injuries (ABIs) and Chronic 

Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE).  

 

Unit 2: How do external factors 

influence behaviour and mental 

processes   

 

 

Students explore: 

• the factors that shape the identity and behaviour of individuals 

and groups.  

• the psychological impact of stereotypes, prejudice, 

discrimination and stigma on individuals and groups in 

Australian society and investigate strategies to reduce prejudice, 

discrimination and stigma. 

• research findings when considering impacts of social groups and 

culture on individual behaviour, including obedience and 

conformity.  

• the positive and negative influences of different media sources 

on an individual’s mental wellbeing and group behaviour.  

• taste and visual perception 

• perceptual distortions of vision and taste are explored when 

looking at the fallibility of perceptual systems.  

Courses and careers open to those who study psychology include: social work, child care, 

child/clinical/educational and developmental psychology, counsellor, communications, counselling, 

marketing, police officer, sales professional, teaching. 

 

 

 

Humans are complex! In VCE Psychology students develop an empathetic understanding of the complexity of 

human behaviours and thoughts. Students are given the opportunity to apply psychological principles to 

everyday situations. Studying Psychology helps students to understand and explain the interactions between 

biological, behavioural, cognitive and socio-cultural factors that influence peoples’ thoughts, emotions and 

behaviours. 
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Unit 3: How does experience affect 

behaviour and mental processes? 

 

Students explore:  

• the role of the nervous system in enabling a person to 

understand and respond to internal and external world.  

• the effect that neuromodulators have on brain activity.  

• the interaction of gut microbiota with stress and the nervous 

system. 

• the ways in which stress can affect mental wellbeing, as well as 

exploring strategies for coping with stress and improving mental 

wellbeing.  

• some of the different ways we learn, for example Classical 

Conditioning. 

• how our memory works, and how the different areas of the 

brain are involved in our memory. 

• how we can improve our memory using mnemonics, including 

what we have learnt from the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islanders techniques. 

 

Unit 4: How is mental wellbeing 

supported and maintained?  

 

 

Students explore: 

• how sleep occurs.  

• the influences of sleep (or lack of) on psychological functioning.  

• sleep hygiene. 

• mental wellbeing. 

• specific phobias. 

  

 

 

 

Unit  Method of assessment  

1&2  Particular tasks and tests for assessment of achievement are specified. Satisfactory 
completion is determined by demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes  

3&4  Satisfactory completion is determined through School-Assessed Coursework and 
examination.   

 
 

VCE Psychology Levy- Unit 1+2 $25, Unit 3+4 $25 for classroom and assessment materials. 
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Visual Design Communication  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

UNITS OVERVIEW OF SKILLS AND CONTENT 

Unit 1: 

Introduction to Visual 

Communications  

 

Students:  

• acquire and apply design thinking skills   

• develop drawing skills to make messages, ideas and concepts visible and tangible 

• draw what they observe and use visualisation drawing methods to explore their own 

ideas and concepts  

• develop presentation drawings to clearly communicate final  visual communications 

• complete both digital and manual designs.  

Unit 2:  

Applications of Visual 

Communications with Design 

Fields  

 

Students:  

• use technical drawing conventions to communicate information. 

• investigate how typography and imagery are used in visual communication  

• apply design thinking skills when exploring ways in which images and type can be 

manipulated to communicate ideas and concepts. 

 Unit 3: 

Visual Communication   

Design Practices  

 

Students: 

• gain an understanding of the process designers employ to structure thinking and 

communicate ideas with clients, target audiences, other designers and specialists 

• investigate and analyse existing visual communications 

• gain insight into how the selection of methods, media, materials and the application of 

design elements and design principles create effective visual communications for 

specific audiences and purposes 

• experiment with the use of manual and digital methods, media and materials to make 

informed decisions when developing their own design ideas in accordance with their 

brief. 

Unit 4: 

Visual Communication 

Design Development, 

Evaluation and Presentation 

 

Students:  

• develop and refine concepts to meet the needs stated in their design brief 

• utilise a range of two and three-dimensional methods, media and materials and 

incorporate a range of design elements and design principles in their concepts 

• produce two final presentations that meet the requirements of the brief and pitch 

them to their teacher and peers.  

Unit Method of assessment 

1&2 Demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes in class and school-assessed coursework 

3&4 School-assessed coursework and end of year examination.  

Courses and careers open to those who study Art Making and Exhibiting include: exhibition curator, 

community arts work, designer, fine artist, graphic designer, illustrator, printmaker, art therapist, interior 

and spatial designer, multimedia programmer, special effects technician, stylist, communications, 

marketing, teaching. 

 

 

 

In VCE Visual Design Communication students explore a range of digital and manual methods to generate and 

develop their own visual communications. Students will learn to incorporate design, creative, critical and 

reflective thinking techniques. 

VCE Visual Design Communication Levy: $30 for Unit 1 & 2 or Unit 3 & 4 
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VCE/VET OPPORTUNITIES FOR YEAR 10 STUDENTS  
All VCE/VET Levies are yet to be advised 

 
VET Automotive Certificate II 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

UNITS OVERVIEW OF SKILLS AND CONTENT 

Unit 1 and 2

  

 

This subject is part of a Vocational and Educational Training Program (VET) and includes modules 
from the Certificate II in Automotive Vocational Preparation AUR020720 taken in conjunction 
with AIET and the VACC. 

 

• AURAEA002 Follow environmental and sustainability best practice in an automotive 

workplace  

• AURAFA004 

 

Resolve routine problems in an automotive workplace  

• AURASA002

  

Follow safe working practice in an automotive workplace  

• AURETROO3

  

 Identify automotive electrical systems and components  

• AURETR015

  

Inspect, test and service batteries  

• AURLTA001

  

Identify automotive mechanical systems and components  

• AURTTA027

  

Carry out basic vehicle service operations  

• AURTTK002 Use and maintain tools and equipment in an automotive workplace

  

 

 

Units 3 and 4 This subject is part of a Vocational and Educational Training Program and includes modules from 
Certificate II in Automotive Studies (Pre-Vocational) AUR020720 taken in conjunction with AIET 
and the VACC. 

Courses and careers open to those who study VET Automotive include: service technicians and mechanics, 

auto electrical, electronics, computer diagnostics, car body and glass repairer, logistics and business 

management. 

 

 

 

In VET Automotive students learn about the automotive industry and apply that knowledge to modern and 

old automobiles, using sophisticated tools and equipment. The course is designed to mirror the workplace 

environment and in doing so provides pathways to TAFE, university studies and job opportunities with School 

Based Apprenticeships (SBATs) and full-time apprenticeships available through willing employers 

in all areas of the automotive industry.   
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• AURAFA003

  

 Communicate effectively in an automotive workplace  

• AURETK003

  

 Operate electrical test equipment  

• AURETR006

  

 Solder electrical wiring and circuits  

• AURETR048

  

 Construct and test basic electronic circuits  

• AURTTE007

  

 Dismantle and assemble single cylinder four-stroke petrol  

 engines  

• AURTTE008

  

 Dismantle and assemble multi-cylinder four-stroke petrol    

 engines  

• AURTTJ003

  

 Remove and replace wheel and tyre assemblies  

 

Entry  
Completion of the Certificate in Automotive takes 2 years.  
 
Levels or Achievement and Assessment  
Training packages used by Greensborough College to facilitate Certificate II in Automotive Studies have been 
devised by Australian Institute of Education and Training (AIET) and the VACC and have specific requirements 
regarding demonstration of competence and appropriate assessment of competence. As a competency-based 
program, this means that students must demonstrate required competencies at an appropriate industry 
standard. Assessment is ongoing and students are graded as "competent (S)" or "not yet competent (NYC)".
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VET Certificate II in Cookery (formerly known as Kitchen Operations) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OVERVIEW OF SKILLS AND CONTENT 
 
The VCE VET SIT20421 Certificate II in Cookery is drawn from a national training package and offers 

qualifications which are recognised throughout Australia.  

Students must complete 7 core units and 6 elective units. All units of work will be carried out over the 

course of a two years.  

Below are the seven compulsory core units of competency for this study: 

 

• SITHCCC023 Use food preparation equipment 

• SITHCCC027 Prepare dishes using basic methods of cookery 

• SITHCC034 Work effectively in a commercial kitchen 

• SITHKOP009 Clean kitchen premises and equipment 

• SITXFSA005 Use hygienic practices for food safety 

• SITXINV006 Receive, store and maintain stock 

• SITXWHS005 Participate in safe work practices 

Six elective units will need to be studied and will be determined by 

the Registered Training Organisation.   

Students completing this course must engage in 12 x 4 hour shifts in a commercial or simulated setting.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Courses and careers open to those who study VET Cookery include: A pathway to work in kitchen 

operations in organisations such as restaurants, hotels, catering operations, clubs, pubs, cafes and coffee 

shops, aged care facilities, hospitals, prisons and schools.  

 

 

SIT20421 Certificate II in Cookery is a largely hands on course, where skills and knowledge gained will 

enhance students’ opportunities within the hospitality industry and assist them to make a more informed 

choice when considering vocational pathways. This course is suited to students who already have a strong 

knowledge base in cooking or who enjoy cooking and want to improve their skills.  

 

 

Assessment   

The Hospitality course is run over two years and concentrates on the skills and knowledge required to work in a 

commercial kitchen, as a catering assistant, fast food cook and the food and hospitality industry. 

The course is competency based which means that students must demonstrate required competencies at an 

appropriate industry standard. Students are graded as "competent" or "not yet competent". Assessment is ongoing 

and may take the form of observation, written tasks, practical demonstrations or satisfactory completion of a project. 

When students are seen as competent in the 13 components, students will be awarded a Certificate II in Cookery. 

Students can sit an end of year exam which will contribute to their ATAR score.  

Students are expected to attend structured work placements within a commercial setting or a simulated setting at 

school. Note these may be outside of normal school hours.  
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VCE/VET Sport and Recreation Certificate III 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

UNITS OVERVIEW OF SKILLS AND CONTENT 

 

VCE/VET 

 Units 1 and 2 

(Sample) 

• BSBWOR301B  Organise personalwork priorities and development 

  

• HLTAID003       Provide first aid  

 

• HLTWHS001     Participate in workplace health and safety  

 

• ICTWEB201      Use social media tools for collaboration and management  

 

• SISXCAI003      Provide quality service  

 

• SISXEMR201A  Respond to emergency situations  

Electives  

30 hours of elective activities must be undertaken 

The electives chosen for 2021 are:  

• SISSSOF101     Develop and update officiating knowledge  

  

• SISXIND006      Conduct sport, fitness or recreation events  

  

 

VCE/VET 

Units 3 and 4 

(Sample) 

• BSBWHS303     Participate in WHS hazard identification, risk assessment   

                           and control  

 

• SISXCAI004       Plan andconduct programs  

 

• SISSSPT303A   Conduct basic warm-up and cool-down programs  

 

• SISXCAI006       Facilitate groups  

 

• SISXRES002     Educate user groups 

Courses and careers open to those who study VET Sport and Recreation include: health promotion, 

recreation supervisor, entrepreneur, tourism. 

 

 

 

Certificate III in Sport and Recreation (SIS30510) is a nationally accredited Certificate aimed at students who are 

interested in pursuing a career in the sport and recreation industry. The program is strongly focused on the 

fitness industry utilising the school’s ‘High Performance Centre’ and Sports Stadium for practical application of the 

content. Students participate in a fitness camp to meet the competencies of the certificate.  
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Electives  

      40 hours of elective activities must be undertaken. 

      The elective chosen for 2023 is: 

• SISSSCO101 Develop and update knowledge of coaching practices 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Assessment: This is a competency-based program, which means that students must demonstrate required 

competencies at an appropriate industry standard. Students are graded as "competent" or "not yet competent". 

Assessment is ongoing and may be in the form of observation, written tasks, practical demonstrations or 

satisfactory completion of a project. Students may be expected to attend structured work placement to have skills 

and competencies assessed on the job. Please check with the program coordinator for expected work placement 

dates. Note: these may be outside of normal school hours.   

Students can be awarded a Study Score for Units 3 and 4 which contributes towards their ATAR score.  

  

 

 

Please note: All Subject Levies are dependent on School Council approval 
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